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Introduction

"I have plenty of patients. Why do I need a Website?"

That's a very common mindset among many doctors, but it's missing the point of why it's important to have a

Website.

There are several other benefits to having a Website, including lowering your administrative costs; spending less time

on the phone answering routine questions; and increasing the number of loyal, engaged patients. Today, some

patients won't even see a doctor who doesn't have a Website, because they don't think he or she is up to date

technologically.

But the Internet is rife with physician Websites that not only

accomplish nothing, but also make the physician practice look bad

because the site is unprofessional. Or, conversely, you can see that

the site took a lot of work and money, but it does nothing besides sit

there, draining the physician's monthly budget.

Creating a Website is daunting, especially if you don't know anything

about the mechanics of Websites or have no clue about what it will

cost and what it can do. To help you create a useful, cost-effective,

and successful Web presence, or redesign your current site, make

sure you avoid the following 8 mistakes.

Mistake 1: Asking Your Nephew/Son/Daughter to Build Your Website

Asking a friend or family member to design your practice's site may save a few dollars, but it probably won't project a

professional image to your patients, says Haroon Saleemi, senior project director for Physician Designs, a Web

design and consulting firm in Dallas.

"The number one mistake we see, by a long shot, is doctors giving their site to someone with no experience, such as

their nephew," he says. "Then their nephew goes to college, and the doctor is stuck with a Website they can't

change."

You should probably fully review your Website at least once a year to see what's working and what's not, what has

changed, and what new elements you might want to add.

Making the site yourself is almost as big a mistake. Learning basic HTML rules to design a Website yourself isn't

complex, but it is time-consuming, says Tripp Bradd, MD, a family physician in Front Royal, Virginia and owner of

Skyline Family Practice. Bradd designed his practice's first site in 1995 and has redesigned it over the years with

several different software products. He now has a customized interactive site, built on a template, that offers virtual

office visits and a patient bill payment feature.

"Probably the most precious commodity doctors lack is time," Bradd notes, so he advises keeping time constraints

in mind when you decide whether to design your site yourself or outsource the duties.
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Look for a firm that concentrates on healthcare exclusively, Haroon Saleemi says, or ask for recommendations from

colleagues.

Goals, Budget, and Follow-up

Mistake 2: Not Having a Goal

Think carefully about what you want the Website to do for your practice. Do you want it to serve just as a brochure for

your practice, providing a list of services, physician biographies, and contact information? Or do you want to be able

to communicate with patients online, allowing them to request appointments and prescription refills or ask simple,

routine questions about their medical condition? It may be wise to talk with your office staff about potential ways in

which a Website could be helpful, and decide what direction you want to go.

"Having a Website is an effective way to market your practice," according to Tripp Bradd. "Now, with everyone

connected with a smartphone, it makes sense to be on the Web."

Telly Mangual, project manager at Scarsdale Medical Group LLP, a 3-office multispecialty group in Harrison, New

York, agrees that an important purpose of a Website is to help grow your practice. He adds, "Practices should keep

in mind that their presence on the Web will convey an idea about their practice. The look, style, feel, and overall

functionality of the site should be considered an extension of the practice and should be given careful consideration."

Mistake 3: Not Having a Budget

Website design firms will let you spend as much as they can convince you to on a given project. So go into the

partnership with a budget limit. The firms and physicians Medscape spoke to estimate that a basic site including

pages containing contact information, biographies with professional photos, a list of services, and insurances

accepted should cost between $3000 and $6000.

"I've seen as low as $3000, but as high as $12,000," says Caroline Mekhiel, president of CM Health Strategies, a

healthcare marketing and Internet consulting firm in Los Angeles, California. "Make sure to get several estimates."

A long-term contract with a firm usually includes a $50 to $100 monthly fee for updates and maintenance. If you do

sign a long-term agreement, you'll want to know how you can end the contract early if necessary. (For more on

terminating the relationship, see Mistake 8, "Not Having an Exit Strategy.")

Mistake 4: Launch It and Forget It

The Web is littered with medical practice sites that were launched with the best of intentions and then forgotten. If

you're time-strapped, at least ensure that all your contact information is updated; the copyright date at the bottom of

the site is the current year; and if there's any page that says "Under Construction," remove it. If you haven't put

anything there yet, it's unlikely it will ever happen.

Having a Website that looks like it's been neglected for years suggests a lack of professionalism, experts say.

"If you just have a Website that's up to date, that's at least one step toward engaging future patients, because the

state of the art right now is that patients are demanding a doctor who has some type of Web presence," says Randy

Wong, MD, a retinal specialist in Fairfax, Virginia, who has designed several sites and written a blog since 2008. "If

there's nothing, then there's no way in hell that patient will ever call that doctor."

Search? Yes! High-tech? No!

Mistake 5: Ignoring Search Engine Optimization

Search engine optimization (SEO) techniques help such sites as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing find your page and move
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it nearer to the top of the search list, so that patients will find it. Using relevant keywords in each page, such as

"family medicine," "cardiology," "sports injury," and "back pain," as well as your practice's name and location, will

help patients or potential patients find you on the Web.

Attracting new patients may not be a priority for you, but reducing the number of daily incoming phone calls about

your hours, location, health plans accepted, and services would certainly offer some relief to your front office staff and

medical assistants. Making your site easier to find on the Web would help curb some of those calls.

"Content marketing says that you add content to your Website that is relevant to a particular topic," says Wong, who

also owns a healthcare Website marketing and SEO firm called Medical Marketing Enterprises LLC. "Google will

eventually find this content and analyze and rank it on the basis of certain criteria. The art of identifying and formatting

the criteria that Google wants to know is the art the SEO."

Mistake 6: Not Providing Necessary Papers and Forms for Patients

You may not want your site to be interactive or offer lots of features, but allowing patients to download practice

enrollment and patient history forms from the site saves everyone's time. Having those forms completed when they

walk in the door will reduce waiting room delays and ensure that all sections of the paperwork are filled out and

accurate.

Another good form to allow patients to sign and bring in is a HIPAA clearance so that your practice can send them

marketing-related materials about new services, newsletters, or a discount offer on an uncovered elective service,

says Caroline Mekhiel.

Mistake 7: Making Your Site Too High-Tech

Some Website developers want to show off their prowess or make the site a work of art by including a Flash®

animation opening screen, or elements that only work under high-performance conditions. Many of your patients may

have old computers, with few capabilities and older technology. They won't be able to use your site or see all the

features if you're too high-tech.

Mistake 8: Not Having an Exit Strategy

Don't let your Website be held hostage by the firm you hired to design it. Firms change ownership, go bankrupt, or

skyrocket their fees. Ensure that the contract includes provisions that if you to cut ties, you still retain -- at least --

your Web address and content at termination.

Discussing an exit strategy will also help when you're selecting a firm. If you're told that you would walk away with

nothing if you decide to end the contract, then that is a firm to avoid.

"Early on, we chose to work with a company that was not local to us," says Telly Mangual. "This made it difficult to

meet and have discussions, owing to scheduling conflicts. And it was hard for them to guide us and keep the project

moving. Unfortunately, we had to make a tough decision and end the working relationship."

Creating a Website is a perpetual project, because it's constantly being updated with new information and features.

Eventually, though, you have to launch, and you want your Website firm to be on board when that happens and to

remain involved and on top of things for the duration. The firm must be able to meet your goals and needs as a

practice.

"A line in the sand has to be drawn," Mangual says. "Practices should be aware of who they are and who they are

trying to reach before starting out. It's easy to lose sight of those 2 points throughout the process."
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